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Derwent Group of the USB - 2018

- An Introduction to Spiritual Healing
Preface
This manual+ was developed on behalf of, Derwent Group
of the USB, by group leader Philip Crouch. Inspirationally, this
literature resource provides new enquirers, experienced
sojourners, truth seekers, and more serious probers with
potential pathways to spiritual healing—and an awareness of
other conscious spiritual connections.
In context, the following literature may also provide intentional
steps in connection with your higher self, spirit helpers-friends,
thereby creating new transitions and transformation on your
spirit’s journey. Study, reflection, contemplation of Spiritual
Light teachings—especially ‘LAWS of God’ (whatever your
conception of God may be) and Chapter 2, & 11 as these relate
to spirit-spiritual healing may also lead to greater levels of an
inner awakening.
For more information on Spiritual Light and USB:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8Sv52Hb6A0&index=1&list=PL_k
BQnjZGUqGCN9jZwQTFfX2Y7IzIPO63
https://www.facebook.com/TheUSB.org/
www.theusb.org/
Derwent Group of the USB, Australia
Philip Crouch, philipfc@iinet.net.au
Website: www.philipcrouch.org/activities
Mobile: +61 (0) 401-000-067 Australia.
_______________________
+ A complete manual is available in a PDF file format.
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BACKGROUND
‘The Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood
(USB) is an organization led by a group of beings of
extraordinary spiritual elevation and wisdom, including
many of the greatest enlightened spiritual teachers of the
past whose teachings ultimately led to great world
religions. By spreading spiritual truth these Illumined
Souls wish to help us develop our spirituality.
The USB’s book, © Spiritual Light, compiles their
teachings and is an invaluable source of wisdom for those
who consider the pursuit and practice of highest spiritual
philosophy to be of great importance. It is for people
seeking spiritually something more; for people interested
in advanced and pure spiritual teachings from the highest
levels; for people wishing to improve our world spiritually;
and for people wanting to glimpse the beauty and
grandeur of the higher spirit realms.
Purchase on line at: www.theusb.org/bookstore/
For Australian purchasers, I suggest:
www.bookdepository.com/SpiritualLight/9780991242221 [Aud$35.52, free delivery]
In Hobart - by arrangement with me 0401-000-067,
philipfc@iinet.net.au.
However, it is not necessary to believe in an
afterlife or in the source of these teachings to benefit
greatly from them; just consider whether your reason
embraces them and your inner being senses them to be
true. We invite you to learn more about us at:
www.theusb.org, www.facebook.com/TheUSB.org/
An online newsletter (PDF) is now available with archived
copies. You can also subscribe to these quarterly
publications by completing your contact details on line.
For hard copies of USB newsletters contact Philip.
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The Derwent Group of the USB

This Tasmanian based group was formed in 2017 for the
purpose of raising public awareness in —The Universal
Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood, USB non-religious teachings,
as contained in their foundation book, “Spiritual Light.”
Why create this group?
In 1973, a personal epiphany and awakening led to—
research, study, personal experiences, mindful meditation,
along with transformational and spiritually related journeys.
Inspirationally,whilst researching spiritual literature in
2015, I discovered the“Spiritual Light” book it’s teachings,
principles, purpose, and comprehensive spiritual insights.
Spiritually, I deeply believe this literature contains depth
of wisdom, high spiritual guidance—whilst applying self
reasoning to all teachings provided by Illumined Souls.
Following conversations with John Finnemore the
book’s editor, and co-founder of the USB, the Derwent
Group of the USB was born! The extract below, best reflects
personal inspiration and commitment to these teachings:
A prime example of Spiritual Light teachings.
“Where teachings are concerned, we pass on to our brothers
and sisters the constant reminder of our Illumined Inspirers
to accept nothing—not even of what they say—that your reason
does not whole-heartedly embrace and that your inner being
does not unreservedly sense is true.”— Spiritual Light, 2014.

Future ‘Derwent USB’ developments beyond 2018,
include: comprehensive workshops, short talks,theatre
narratives—and collaboratively working with practitioners.
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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL
The purpose of this manual is to provide Derwent
Group of the USB participants, intentional truth seekers,
probers, and initial enquirers an introduction to spiritual
healing—in theoretical and practice.
— In context, the manual predominantly focuses on
spirituality and healing. Other resources include:
recommended books, articles, web site links, how-to
-use pendulums, healing practices and much more.
— Group session work developments and discussions,
will draw considerable depth from the literature.
Whilst acknowledging personal group confidences,
all manual resources may be shared with others
interested in pursuing spirit-spiritual healing “Work.”
— Notes/Journal: Many truth seekers like to maintain
notes, or a journal. Two blank pages appear after
each section. They provide opportunity to write down
thoughts, and determine potential future action:
Section 1: Pages 18,19. Section 2: Pages 30,31.
Section 3: Pages 43,44. Section 4: Pages 51,52.
— An appendix provides supplementary information
including: healing-other forms, USB Digital
resources, comparative books, Internet links, soul
pathways article examples, and Philip’s Bio.
— Acknowledgements: This manual acknowledges
Universally many contributor’s “Works,” with deep
gratitude and respect. Special acknowledgement is to
John Finnemore, Spiritual Light editor, and co founder
of USB. Deepest gratitude is also extended to my spirit
friends for— “An Introduction to Spiritual Healing.”
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The Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood
USB - PRINCIPLES
1. God is That Which is All-Good—a God of Love and
Wisdom, of Law and Justice.
2. All humankind are God’s children, and this means
we are all spiritual brothers and sisters without
exception.
3. Our lives are eternal and we shall retain our
individualities after the change called death.
4. Under certain conditions we can commune with
those in other expressions of life.
5. We are each personally responsible for all we say,
think and do; and no belief in anyone, or allegiance to
anyone, can absolve us from that responsibility.
6. The law of cause and effect, like all other spiritual
laws, knows no exception; and as we sow we reap,
here or hereafter.
7. The doors to spiritual progress are never closed to
anyone—and loving ones will help us if we but reach
out our hearts and minds to God.
8. Aspiration and effort are inseparable, so one cannot
truly aspire without making the effort.
9. We should serve selflessly, as best we can, to bring
love and peace and harmony to humanity, to bring
the day ever nearer when all shall live in a universal
spiritual brother-and-sisterhood.
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The Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood
USB - PURPOSE

1. To unfold to humanity a way of life, and a new understanding of God’s will and purpose.
2. To bring a universal awareness of the spark of God
within each of us, and a realization that love is the
greatest basis of spiritual life.
3. To bring to humanity peace and tranquillity of spirit,
and happiness of heart and soul.
4. To break down the barriers that stand between one
nation and another, between one people and another,
and between one individual and another.
5. To break down the barriers of creeds and dogmas.
6. To cast aside ignorance and replace it with truth.
7. To form one great spiritual brother-and-sisterhood
throughout the world.
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“An Introduction
to Spiritual Healing”
GROUP SESSION - GUIDELINES, 2018
In order to gain maximum benefit for the session
“Work,” ahead, please read Spiritual Light, Chapter 11,
Page 331—especially #1116,1-2, About Healers.
Spiritual Healing Channel:
‘1 The USB points out that spirituality [Page 113,#608] is not
necessarily related to mediumship, any more than it is related
to other gifts such as painting or music or writing. Or, we
would add, healing, some types of which are forms of
mediumship. 2 We also point out that the more spiritual
we are the greater the channel we can be for healing,
if that is our avenue of service.’
______________________

Outline of Group processes - subject to change:
1. A member randomly selects a page from a spiritual/
philosophical book, a poem or other literature source.
This inspired page is then read aloud to the whole group.
2. Lighting of a candle follows, and an invitation is
extended to healing-spirits, helpers, guides, attracted to
this group in Love and Harmony, to join this session.
3. Open discussion of USB/other spiritual healing
topics follow. Reports of previous healing intercessions
or thoughts (if any) are shared. An overarching principle
applying to the ‘Derwent Group’s spiritual healing work
is founded on Spiritual Light’s, ‘LAWS that Govern,
[Page 74, #401]. When available, invited guests will
lead discussions, as these relate to healing modalities.
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4. A dedicated spiritual healing session of around
20 minutes then commences. Spiritual practices are
always intentional, and may include any of the following:
-laying on of hands, asking ‘spirit healers-helpers’ to
send distant healing to individuals, use of pendulums,
drum vibrations, and related healing practices.
Higher spiritual teachings, remind us:
“We are not human beings having a spiritual experience.
We are spiritual beings,having a human experience.”
- Teilhard de Chardin, Silver Birch Teachings, Spiritual
Light. As spirits in this world with continuation into the
next, healing “Work”must be always be in total harmony
with our guides, group healers and others. Ultimately,
however, all healing applies only under the ‘LAWS of
God.’ See Spiritual Light [page 26,#103,-1.].
5. A 10 minute morning tea break, follows the above.
6. Mindful meditation, and guided rhythmic breathing
(See Pages 39, 40 in this manual for breathing exercises).
Whilst the meditation occurs instrumental music plays in
the background. Meditation usually continues for 15-20
minutes.
7. Following meditation the process of closing this
session ensues. Each member stands, links hands with
the person next to them. Spontaneously, individuals may
be inspired from their heart-mind-spirit to express
gratitude for the presence of our spirit friends, helpers,
healers, and to the group as a whole. If participating in
intercession healing at home, it is with spiritual courtesy
and gratitude that your spirit healers are acknowledged.
8. A lighted candle is then extinguished closing the
session completely.
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SPIRITUAL LIGHT EXTRACT
Chapter 2, 2.3,
Reason:Page 46, Topic #209.
209 A Priceless Possession
‘One of the aims this movement, the USB, is to make
people think;and question when they do not understand,
before incorporating anything into their universe.
”It is only the questioning mentality that grows,” says
an inspirer. For to question not idly, but with the desire to
learn, is to open the door to knowledge and enlightenment
—always provided of course that reason is exercised and
that there is no blind acceptance of what is said by
anyone, anywhere.
As another says: “The seekers of Truth are many; the
probers, few.” We particularly embrace the probers; for
those who devote time and energy to thoroughly
examining something are usually those who share what
they accept with those they are ready to receive.
Time and again Illumined Souls have stressed the
importance of reason, one of our priceless possessions.
Time and again they have repeated the injunction:
“Think, and accept. Think, and reject. Think, and suspend
judgement. But think!’
If any teaching and/or philosophy in this USB document is in
conflict with or is not supported by Spiritual Light(ISBN 9780-9912422-1-4 deluxe flex-cover, 978-0-9912422-2-1
paperback), which contains the only complete and official
teachings and philosophy of the USB, then Spiritual Light
governs. The inclusion of this statement, in a box in a
prominent position, and worded as in Spiritual Light, is
required on every authentic USB publication containing its
teaching and/or philosophy.
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SPIRITUAL LIGHT EXTRACT
Chapter 11, PHENOMENA, 11.3 About
Healers: Page 333-334, #1119, 1-8,
1119 The Greatest Gift
‘Healing plays an important part in the USB’s work, as do
other spiritual and psychic gifts. There is room and use
for all, each in its own way. It is fortunate to find some
exponents of healing describe it as the greatest gift, and as
the gift that furnishes the greatest proof that we are spirit
here and now. Some healing, as we have shown, can be
accomplished without spirit help — and by that we mean
the help of those not in a physical [earthly] body.
For of course we are all “spirits,” no matter which
expression of existence we are in. In any case, for some to
say that healing proves we are at least part spirit “because
spirit heals us,” is puzzling. It could be said, with equal
logic, that we are at least part penicillin if penicillin cures
us—or part anything else that brings relief from
discomfort.
The greatest gift one can posses is what helps uplift
and spiritualize others, and awakens them to the
spiritual realities of life and to the God within them.
Spiritual Light, page 22,#101:10-11.
The greatest gift we can possess is what others
conscious that we each possess a spark of the divine; that
we are spirit here and now, and not just in some remote
time and place; that the real self is indestructible; that
death cannot separate those who love; and that we can
commune with loved ones who have gone on;
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that the universe is governed by Law; that God is a God of
Love and Wisdom, of Law and Justice, and is That Which
Is All-Good; and that because all human beings [on both
sides of life] are God’s children, this means we are all
spiritual sisters and brothers without exception.
Whatever reveals that to an individual is, as far as that
individual is concerned, the greatest gift we can possess.
Unfortunately, healing seldom falls into that category,
except where healers make a point of using it to introduce
the truth of Survival [of physical death] and other
realities. Otherwise people visit healers as they visit
medical doctors—for relief or cure, without it in the least
affecting their philosophy or knowledge or way of life.’

If any teaching and/or philosophy in this USB document is in
conflict with or is not supported by Spiritual Light(ISBN 9780-9912422-1-4 deluxe flex-cover, 978-0-9912422-2-1
paperback), which contains the only complete and official
teachings and philosophy of the USB, then Spiritual Light
governs. The inclusion of this statement, in a box in a
prominent position, and worded as in Spiritual Light, is
required on every authentic USB publication containing its
teaching and/or philosophy.
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SPIRITUAL LIGHT EXTRACTS
Chapter 11, PHENOMENA
Page:317-318 11.1, #1102, 3-12,
It is highly recommended that members, and other
interested spiritual truth seekers read the whole of
Chapter 11. This will provide a much deeper
understanding of spirit, spiritual-healing. The following
extracts taken from above pages provide USB definitions
of unorthodox healing as contained in Spiritual Light.
FOUR PHASES OF UNORTHODOX HEALING
Magnetic Healing
‘3 Some people have a superabundance of magnetic
curative essence, manufactured within their physical
[earthly] bodies. When they enter the auric emanation
of someone who needs relief from a physical condition,
there exudes from their being—usually from their
fingertips or from any of the orifices of their body—a
magnetic curative essence that gravitates to the part of
the patient’s body that needs rehabilitation, when
mentally directed there.
4
Such healing is magnetic healing—which may or
may not be permanent, depending on whether enough
of the the healing essence is absorbed, and on whether
the patient is mentally receptive.
Mental Healing
5 Mental healing is the conscious directing of the flow of
vital healing force[essence, energy] either to one’s body
or those at a distance.’
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6 In the latter case, it is often called absent healing.
We much prefer the term distant healing.
Spirit Healing
7 Spirit healing takes place when a spirit guide enters
the auric emanations of a medium and uses the physical
vehicle of the medium to heal another person.
8
Many of our spirit friends continue to work along
the lines they practiced on earth. Thus a spirit who was
an osteopathic physician on earth, might manipulate the
medium’s hands.
9
If the spirit friend was a diagnostician, he or she
might diagnose, using what we would call X-ray
clairvoyance to see what was wrong. If trained to heal,
the spirit friend might then also be able to correct the
condition.
10 A healing channel [medium] sometimes is the
instrument for many spirit healing workers, each skilled
in a different field, and each contributing to the over-all
work work of the team [or band].
Spiritual Healing
11 Spiritual healing takes place when one or more spirit
people heal the patient directly.
12 In other words , in spiritual healing there is no
earthly channel or intermediary used.’
If any teaching and/or philosophy in this USB document is in
conflict with or is not supported by Spiritual Light(ISBN 9780-9912422-1-4 deluxe flex-cover, 978-0-9912422-2-1
paperback), which contains the only complete and official
teachings and philosophy of the USB, then Spiritual Light
governs. The inclusion of this statement, in a box in a
prominent position, and worded as in Spiritual Light, is
required on every authentic USB publication containing its
teaching and/or philosophy.
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METHODS OF UNORTHODOX HEALING,
Ch:11, PHENOMENA 11.2, Page:329-330 #1113,
1-7
1113 Why Some are Healed and Others are Not
‘1 When healings do not take place, whether unorthodox
or orthodox, it is usually for three reasons.
2
One is that it may be necessary for some individuals
to endure certain afflictions, for reasons which they may
or may not fathom at the time, and which we will not go
into here.
3
Another is the mental block or negation on the part
of some patients, creating barriers that healing essences
cannot penetrate.
4
The third is that the conditions may have reached
the point where they are beyond correction.
5 “Faith” by patients is not essential, though it is helpful.
What is important is that they be “open;” they will then be
more receptive to the healing essence that comes their way
from those who know how to project it—regardless of
whether the patients have faith or not.
6
There are innumerable cases of people cured by
mental healing who did not even know it was being
directed to them. As long as they are open and receptive,
consciously or unconsciously, and can thus receive what
is available to them, the healer (expressing heartfelt love,
and visualizing perfection in every cell) may be able to
help them.
7
Mental block or negation often prevents marvelous
healing from taking place. So it is good, if needed, to
instruct patients on proper mental attitude.’
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ABOUT HEALERS,
Ch: 11, PHENOMENA, P:335 11.3, #1120, 6-9,
1120 Reflections on: “Physician, Heal Thyself
6 ‘Two questions arise. Why should a healer not be free
from discomfort?Why should any pure and noble soul
suffer pain? The answers may be clear if we reflect upon
a few facts.
7
One is that just as patients may need healers that
are suitable channels through which they can receive a
flow of the specific healing essence or essences require,
so may healers themselves need suitable channels through
which the specific healing essence or essences they require
may flow to them.
8
Another is that while mental (which includes
spiritual) qualities are not inherited, physical
susceptibilities and conditions often are. So no matter
how evolved the individuals may be, they should not be
expected to be free from all hereditary ailments. Those
hereditary ailments by the way, are not necessarily
designed to test them, nor are they necessarily theirs
because of karma. They may be theirs merely because
they are in a specific family unit that they may have joined
to provide example of inspiration in one or more of several
ways—to show, for instance, that one can graciously and
courageously endure ills that cannot be corrected; that
one can rise above one’s surroundings or create new ones;
that one can live spiritually even in the humblest of
circumstances; and, sometimes, that one can be a light
in the darkness.
9
Another fact to remember is that more highly
evolved souls tend to be less comfortable (than others)
in a physical body, which they consciously or
unconsciously realize is not their natural dwelling place.’
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METHODS OF UNORTHODOX HEALING,
Ch:11, PHENOMENA 11.2,
Page:327-328, #1111, 1-11,
# 1111 Healing, and Prayers for Healing
—Some Things to Remember.
‘1. For a clear picture of the relationship between prayer
[#522:3] and healing, several things must be understood.
2.
The first is that when we pray to the God of our
understanding, we should not assume, as almost everyone
assumes, that we are praying to the very same God of
everyone else’s understanding. That is just not so.
3.
The higher our spiritual consciousness—that is, the
higher we have evolved spiritually—the higher our
conception of God. There are literally millions of different
conceptions of God; and it is to these different conception
of God that different people pray.
4.
Many spirit people can “tune in” to an earnest
prayer, which is an intense and concentrated thoughts
expressed silently or aloud. Among them may be some
with skill and ability to accomplish what is prayed for.
But usually our own guides and spirit friends pass our
prayers along or upward. It is as if our prayers climb a
ladder until they reach their destination. If, as often
happens, our own spirit associates can relieve or cure a
condition, there is of course no need for our prayers to
travel farther.
5.
Another point to remember is that an affliction or
tendency to an affliction that we are born with is much
more difficult to cure or arrest than that same affliction
acquired later.
6. One might say, as many do:”Why pray for healing at
all? Having all-wisdom, God knows our problems and
needs.”
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1111 Healing, and Prayers for Healing
—Some Things to Remember.
‘7. It is true that God (or our conception of God) does
know our problems and our needs. But God is God not of
caprice, but of Law; God expresses through Law, let us
never forget. When we ask, when we pray, we set a Law
in motion; and a prayer for healing, whether for ourselves
or for others, is a request for aid from those skilled in the
particular field of healing needed.
8.
There are spirit specialists in different fields of
healing, just as there are specialists in different branches
of medicine on earth. But of course they have other duties
and responsibilities also, and instructions to receive if they
wish to acquire further knowledge. So apart from those
on earth with whom they may be linked by the Law of
Attraction, they occasionally attend others, assuming they
have the time, usually only when asked—either by the
sufferer, or by the sufferer’s friends on either side of life.
9.
Still another point to bear in mind is this: Whether
on earth or in spirit life, we assume great responsibility
if we venture without invitation into a situation that is not
our direct and immediate concern. We are responsible
for what we think, say, and do; and what we say and do,
unasked, with respect to others, is a still more serious
thing. Many on earth have learned the wisdom of
refraining from giving counsel on certain matters, or
taking part in certain activities, unless invited to do so.
So have course have many spirit people.’
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1111 Healing, and Prayers for Healing
—Some Things to Remember.
‘10. We would stress another point. In itself, the mere
petition or prayer neither brings healing to us, nor
prepares us to be receptive to it. But by setting a Law in
motion, it invites others to help us if they can, and, if they
cannot, to relay the plea to those who can, provided the
circumstances are favorable.
11. Another thing to remember is that in prayer one
usually is quiet; and to be quiet is a step towards being
receptive. Of the millions who pray, however, too many
pray in desperation; and in that very desperation is a
tenseness and a tightness that may prevent them from
absorbing much of the healing essence directed to them.
Mental attitude is most important in prayer; and when
one prays with expectation and a joyous anticipation of
the result, one is more receptive to what is available.’
___________________
See also: Spiritual Light, Ch: 4, The Laws That
Govern, page 74, 4.1 Laws, #402, 1-6,
If any teaching and/or philosophy in this USB document is in
conflict with or is not supported by Spiritual Light(ISBN 9780-9912422-1-4 deluxe flex-cover, 978-0-9912422-2-1
paperback), which contains the only complete and official
teachings and philosophy of the USB, then Spiritual Light
governs. The inclusion of this statement, in a box in a
prominent position, and worded as in Spiritual Light, is
required on every authentic USB publication containing its
teaching and/or philosophy.
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Q1. What healing/spiritual development areas
drawn from the Spiritual Light segment above,
inspire further study, research, consciousness
development, and applied spiritual healing
practices?
Q2. Other inspirational thoughtsIn your own words …………………………………………….
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Derwent Group of the USB - 2018

- An Introduction to Spiritual Healing
SECTION 2.

Comparative Healing
— Harry Edwards
— Foundation Mind Body Research
— Pendulums, dowsing
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- a guide to the understanding and
practice of spiritual healingHARRY EDWARDS
www.harryedwardshealingsanctuary.org.uk/shop/in
dex.php?product/page/22/Guide+To+The+Underst
anding+%26+Practice+Of+Spiritual+Healing
Harry Edwards was a brilliant spiritual healer, with a proven
track record. The Healing Sanctuary at Burrows Lea in England
is today testament to a continuation of his dedicated “Works.”
www.harryedwardshealingcollege.com/
Harry Edwards inspirational book on Spiritual Healing was
integral part of my journey into Spiritualistic-Psychic
development studies in 1980’s, [NSW]. In 2009, whilst
undergoing chemotherapy, for colon cancer, I re-read the book—
especially ‘cancer segments.’ Further reading in 2017-18, has
inspired content inclusion into this manual.
- Philip Crouch, 2018
Contents: A Guide to Spirit Healing - Edwards, Harry
‘Fascinating book describing the methods by which this form of
healing may be accomplished. This book will be of value not only
to those who desire to heal the sick but to all who are interested
in the way in which this beneficent work is performed. Includes: The Healing potential - The Healing Gift - The Spirit Mind of Man
- The Spirit Bodies of Man - First Phase of Development - Absent
Healing - Second Phase of Healing - The Healing Guides General Rules for Guidance - Third Phase of Development The Value of Healing Passes - Fourth Phase of Development Magnetic Healing - Disease and the Mind - Psychological Aspect
of Healing - Vibrations - Why do Some Healings ''Fail''? - Medical
co-operation: Introduction Notes to Treatments - The Spine Mental Conditions - Cancers and Growths - Arthritis and
Rheumatism - Paralysis - Tuberculosis and Chest Conditions Nerve Diseases - The Senses - Children's Diseases - Colour
Healing, Radiesthesia, Electronics - Final Conclusions.‘
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The following extract from - “a guide to spiritual healing,” below
will be of particular interest to truth seekers and probers.
In context, it provides inspiration towards developing individual
spiritual healing practices. Edwards reference to ‘healing
intelligence’ is comparative with the USB’s teachings on the
“LAWS that Govern.” [Spiritual Light,Ch:4,Page:73,].

Section 2: Chapter 1:
The Theory of Healing, Pages: 72 -74.
The fundamental Postulates - That Govern Spirit
Healing
‘The source of spiritual healing is God, Who created the
perfect laws that govern life. Sickness follows the
transgression of these laws.
The purpose of spiritual healing is to stimulate man’s
latent divinity, so that he lives in harmony with God’s laws
and, automatically reaping the result, fulfils the reason for
earthly life.
Spiritual healing, therefore, helps to accomplish the
Divine intention for man’s spiritual progress.
The postulates which follow are concerned with the
fulfilment of the Divine purpose.
Every change in the universe is the result of law-governed
forces. Nothing takes place by chance or without a reason.
Thus our bodies are subject to definite laws which control
our health from birth to the grave.
+ Spiritual healing is the result of law-governed
healing forces that induce change. For any state of
change to be purposefully affected, intelligent direction
is needed to administer the law-governed forces to the
subject.’
+ All bold text appearing in these sections are the author’s, Harry
Edwards, own emphasis.
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Example:—Man must direct the force of electricity to
produce a given result within the laws which govern that
force.
The effective administering of a healing force
requires intelligent direction.
Through spiritual healing, “incurable” patients are
cured. The term “incurable signifies that medicine can do
no more, that earthly wisdom is exhausted, and the patient
is condemned to suffer without hope of recovery.
Thus when spiritual healing succeeds with an “incurable”
it denotes that a wiser intelligence than that of man is
responsible for the law-governed, ordered change.
If this intelligence is not earthly, then it must be of Spirit.
The intelligent direction of a healing force
originates from the spirit realm.
_____________________
A diversity of human ills, from mental sickness to cancer,
from nervous breakdowns to cataract, from blue babies to
arthritis, are successfully treated spiritual healing.
This denotes that the directing intelligence is able to
diagnose the cause of the affliction and to determine the
correct character and strength of the healing force needed
to remedy each given condition.
In a successful healing, the directing intelligence
is able to ascertain the cause of disease and knows
how to administer the remedial force to induce a
state of beneficial change within the patient.
The Laws That Govern Spirit Healing
There are some physical laws which control the material
world. As there must be order in spirit life that are spirit
laws.
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The administering of a spirit healing force must conform
to its laws, just as physical laws govern physical forces.
The physical and spirit laws combined come
within the definition of the total law.
No healing law is possible outside the confines
of the total law.
Harmony between Spirit, healer and patient.
It is a law that harmony must exist between the
transmission of a force and its conscious, or unconscious
reception. Furthermore, the receiver must be in
attunement with the transmitter.
The intelligently directed healing forces
emanate from a non-physical realm, but through
healership such non-physical forces are
transformed into physical effects.
In Contact Healing, the healer is the attuned
receiver through whom the spirit healing forces
are received for transmission to the patient.
One function of the healer is to be the means,
where necessary, for non-physical energy to be
made physical. The patient’s spirit-self can act as
a receiver and transformer of healing force, in
Contact Healing as well as in Absent Healing.
Absent Healing: When Absent Healing is
effective, attunement is established between
the healing intelligence and the patient.
The healer’s function is to be the communicative
link between the absent patient and the healing
source.
Every person has a spirit-self which can be in
attunement with spirit intelligence. He is therefore able
to receive spirit direction and healing forces.
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The Foundation Mind Body Research, www.fmbr.org, is an
excellent literature and data resource for truth seekers. FMBR
broadly explores science, consciousness, spirituality, after life, and
more that may contribute towards a better world for all. Formal
members can attend workshops, conferences, and similar. Anyone
can subscribe to their free newsletter, a great resource data base
is also accessible. Newsletter: www.fmbr.org/newsletter.php.
The “Segments From a Course on the Nature of Mind-Being,”
below are oiriginally from an FMBR power point presentation.
The complete healing modalities document can be accessed at:
www.fmbrcourses.org/healingMods/healingModalities.php.
-Philip Crouch, 2018
HEALING MODALITIES - TABLE 1:
Reiki

Torsion/Scalar
Waves

Emotional
Freedom:EFT

Sound

Bengston
Approach

Hands of Light,
B.Brennan

Light

BioGeometry Physics

Clearing Toxic
Energies

Color-project,
Bio-Geometry,
Quantum Wave

Programing
Tennant Electrons
Metals; Yuris
Kronn(Vital
Energy Technology
Crystals
Water

Qi/Chi
Spiritual-Jane
Katra
Eric Pearl Connection

Body Talk

Touch-evolving Radiesthesia/
to non Touch,
Radionics - use of
Richard Gordon “witness”
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HEALING MODALITIES - TABLE 2
Acupuncture Clearing blocks

Physical methods
I-Ching System
coupled to releasing
blocks: massage,
rolfingBioGenesis
Eeman Biocircuits

Harmony and
Dowsing - Joachim
Wippich
Pete WarburtonShamanism
Dowsing
Dalian Method Mada Dalian
Thought Form
Clearing
Environmental
Clearing
Able Method

Placebo

Recovery of soul
fragments, Dawn
Clark
Prayer

Spiritual Healing
through mediumTom Flynn
Tesla Energy Lights

Quantum Wave

Labyrinth
Touch for HealthJohn Thie, applied
kenesiology,
energy balance
Tesla plates

A typical FMBR workshop: ‘Activating Your
Healing Power Within with John Diamond, MD’
www.fmbr.org/nl-Past/2017/may.php
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sh6iy4MFWD0

“In his over fifty years of practice in medicine, psychiatry,
complementary medicine and holistic healing,
Dr. Diamond has increasingly recognized that there is
within us a great healing force, Life Energy, which
Hippocrates called the vis medicatrix naturae, the healing
power of nature. With his increasing involvement with this
concept, his research has led him beyond the limitations of
the medical model and he has dedicated his work to helping
people activate this Force within themselves to obtain a life
of health and happiness.”
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PENDULUMS - Dowsing

- An Introduction to Spiritual Healing
Using a Pendulum provides a very powerful medium in making
spiritually an intuitive connection, whilst expanding your
consciousness between yourself, higher self, or spirit helpers.
Jacqui and I have used a Pendulum over many years, and have
found this medium to be intuitive, practical, and a thoroughly
workable ‘tool.’ It’s application can range from seeking answers
to health [do not ignore formal medical advice], personal
questions, food sources, finding lost items to personal divination
questions. Links below, or, contact Philip for chart suggestions.
- Philip Crouch, 2018
SUGGESTED LINKS FOR BEGINNERS
http://dowsers.org//wp-content/uploads/2016/05/pendulumpointers-beginners.pdf
www.askyourpendulum.com/Ways.asp#way14 [+Charts & more].
www.bookdepository.com/Practical-Pendulum-Book-DJurriaanse/9781578632480?ref=gridview&qid=1514336379661&sr=1-1
HARMONIC DOWSING,Joachim Wippich [USA Dowsers]

“For the purpose of introducing a beginners mental
/spiritual preparation, and I would also suggest rhythmic
breathing exercise too, the following extract from FMBR
Healing Modalities Article:
www.fmbrcourses.org/healingMods/healingModalities.php
provides a resourceful guideline, as Wippich states:
“I have found that there are three distinct preparations
I use to ready myself and my students for dowsing.”
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Repeat the appropriate phase below:

STEP 1: Women

STEP 1: Men

I invite my left brain and
my right brain to join
together with my heart.
_________

I invite my right brain and
my left brain to join
together with my heart.
_________

I invite my right brain
and my left brain to join
together with my heart.

I invite my left brain and
my right brain to join
together with my heart.

STEP 2
—1. I often repeat the phrase “I am aware that all
components of my divine being are active, present,
and functioning at 100%. This process of bringing
your entire physical and spiritual being into harmony
established the energetic connection required for
accurate dowsing results.”
—2.Test with your dowsing implement (pendulum,
rods, bobber, or physical form of dowsing) to verify
that the joining of both sides of your brain, with your
heart, is complete. You will know you are ready to
move to the next step when there is a strong and steady
‘yes,’ or positive signal with your dowsing tool.
—3. Whether you are dowsing for yourself or
others, prepare yourself to be safe and receptive to
the energetic messages. Effective dowsing addresses
the basic ideas of who, what, when, where, why and
how.
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STEP 3
—WHO:

I AM-followed by anyone else involved in
your activity.

—WHAT:

Inviting to come into 100% divine harmony
with all disharmony.

—WHEN:

Usually now, but sometimes you may go
beyond this timing.

—WHERE: This universe, this earth, this home, this
place…
—WHY:

The particular reason to dowse at this time.

—HOW:

By bringing I AM, or whatever the focus into
100% harmony.
A BASIC PENDULUM CHART

STEP 4

- Negative

N

ANTI-CLOCKWISE

Yes
W

No
M

/N
e
b
ay

l
ra
t
eu

No

Yes
+ Positive
CLOCKWISE

S

E
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13.

According to book depository “The Practical Pendulum
Book,”describes D. Jurriaanse as a Belgian theosopher
and occultist, and a well known healer, whose work
with Pendulums spans 60 years. This book has been
on my resource shelf for over 30 years, and has
provided practical guidelines when working with this
type of methodology—for healing, food, life-matters.
- Philip Crouch, 2018
www.bookdepository.com/Practical-Pendulum-Book-DJurriaanse/9781578632480?ref=gridview&qid=1514336379661&sr=1-1
Cost: Aud$17.15 [ 27th Dec:2017] ISBN13 9781578632480
_______________________
The following is drawn from the book’s pre-purchase information
as identified on book depository’s website above:
“Pendulums offer a wealth of information when we know how to
use them. Use the 38 pendulum charts, plus complete and concise
instructions to discover . . .-- Are we soul mates?-- What kind of job
is best of me?-- What's preventing me from fulfilling my dreams?-What color do I respond to best?-- What lies in my future?-- Which
herbal remedies should I use?-- What factors are affecting my
health?Find the answers to these questions -- and more. The use
of pendulums as divining tools is centuries old. Like other dowsing
systems, they are driven by the energy fields around them, yet one
need not be an expert in energy work to take advantage their
powers. And, by following a few basic instructions at the beginning
of this book, anyone can immediately use a pendulum to answer
his or her questions, to identify problem areas in physical health,
to see where he or she is blocked, and what might come next in life.
The 38 charts help readers sort through issues of mind, body,
spirit, relationship, and work. They identify herbal teas that may
be ameliorative, gems that may bring success, and much, much
more. There is a wealth of information in these short pages.
For anyone -- beginner or expert -- interested in working with
pendulums, The Practical Pendulum Book will soon become a
don't-leave-home-without-it resource!”
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Q1. What healing or spiritual development areas above
inspire, intentionally, further study, reading,
or practice as these apply to spiritual healing
modalities above?
Q2. If selecting only one subject in the preceding
pages of this manual i.e. Harry Edwards, FMBR
healing modalities, pendulums,other —what
would this be, and why?
Q3. Other inspirational thoughtsIn your own words …………………………………………….
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Derwent Group of the USB - 2018

- An Introduction to Spiritual Healing
SECTION 3.

— Edgar Cayce - Dr:Weill, Health
— Australian Spiritual Healers,
— Progressive Muscle Relaxation
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Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E.
www.edgarcayce.org/the-readings/health-andwellness/holistic-health-database/health-and-healing-

Edgar Cayce Health Database:
Some Thoughts on Health and Healing
[ “Although the following article written by David McMillin does
not mention Edgar Cayce, the concepts certainly parallel
those found in Cayce's psychic readings. Although it was
intended primarily for persons suffering from major mental
illness and the health care professionals who provide service to
them, the ideas and concepts apply to the subject of health and
healing with regard to a wide range of serious and persistent
illnesses.”]
“Health is so important and yet we often take it for
granted. Most often, we can only become aware of health when
we lose it. Then we focus so much energy and resources on disease
that we fail to appreciate the mystery and wonder of healing.
We even find it difficult to define what health is, beyond saying that
it is the absence of disease. Fortunately, with our growing awareness
of the health care crisis, health care providers and consumers are
seeking to understand and communicate alternative perspectives
on these issues. There is an increasing emphasis on health
maintenance (wellness) and prevention. Even with chronic,
degenerative illnesses there is a greater appreciation of the quality
of life aspects of healing. This article will tap into the current medical
literature with the objective of increasing our understanding and
appreciation of health and healing.
Andrew Weil, M.D. www.drweil.com/has contributed greatly to
our understanding of health and healing. Dr. Weil reminds us that
the root meaning of health is "wholeness." He notes that wholeness
has two properties: completeness and balance. In an ideal
whole, the components are not only all there, they are in an
arrangement of "harmonious integration and balance."
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www.edgarcayce.org/the-readings/health-and-wellness/holistichealth-database/health-and-healing-some-thoughts-on-health-andhealing/
Weil uses the phrase "dynamic equilibrium" to describe the essence
of health. But he goes on to remind us of a primary characteristic
of health - it is temporary. "Our working definition of health a dynamic and harmonious equilibrium of all the elements
and forces making up and surrounding a human being leaves out one crucial word: 'temporary.'"
In other words, all the various ingredients that make up the whole
of our lives can easily get out of balance. This applies to the
biological systems of our bodies as well as the
psychological and interpersonal aspects of our individual
and collective selves. At a physical level, the acid/alkaline
balance of our blood can become out of balance and make us
susceptible to viruses and bacteria. The chemical messengers
(neurotransmitters) in our brains can become out of balance and
cause mental or emotional illness. Sometimes we suffer from a "sick
lifestyle." We can work too much or play too much. We can get out
of balance in our relationships. Sometimes being out of balance is so
extreme that we are missing out entirely on an important part of life.
We are constantly shifting from a state of balance and
completeness to imbalance and incompleteness. This is a
dance of health and illness. In recognition of this dynamic quality
of health, Dr. Weil concludes that perfect health is not attainable in
any lasting sense. Health is temporary. It is relative, not absolute.
"Perfect health" is an illusion.
To help people get in touch with the dynamics of health, Dr. Weil
suggests an exercise whereby you keep a journal of your own state
of physical health. Each day write down little (or big) physical
complaints or problems. He says that it is difficult to get through
a single day without a loss of physical health. Most of the time we
simply ignore what is going on in our bodies. We can usually afford
this luxury because the body has its own healing system that
regulates vital processes and helps to keep us relatively whole and
balanced.
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For example, we all have "cancer" cells in our bodies all
the time. Usually the immune system is able to suppress the cancer
cells and help the body to maintain a state of health. When the
immune system cannot fulfill this role, we experience the illness of
cancer.
Thus, for some of us, at various points in our lives, the body's
natural healing potential is not adequate to constantly bring us
back into balance and wholeness. Outside help is required to help
us regain our health. We commonly refer to such interventions as
"treatment" or "therapy."
However, it is easy to become confused about the meaning of
treatment and believe that treatment equals healing.
This is a misconception. The healing comes from within.
At best, treatment can only assist the inner process of
healing.
Elliot Dacher, M.D., www.elliottdacher.org/is careful to point
out the distinction between treatment and healing. He says that
treatment involves external manipulation; it is often used in crisis;
it tends to be mechanistic and symptom orientated; is administered
by a professional authority; and its goal is the absence of signs or
symptoms of disease.
On the other hand, healing involves self-regulation
(remember the body's own innate healing system), tends
to be long term and continuous, is holistic and systemoriented, requires self-responsibility, and its goal is
experiencing health, which is wholeness.
This is not to say that treatment is wrong or bad. Most of us need
treatment or therapy from time to time to help us re-establish
balance and wholeness in our lives. Treatment is only a problem
when we misunderstand it and confuse it with healing, between
healing and curing. Wayne Jonas, M.D., http://drwaynejonas.com/
has recognized four forms of healing:
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www.edgarcayce.org/the-readings/health-and-wellness/holistichealth-database/health-and-healing-some-thoughts-on-health-andhealing/
1. CURE - elimination of disease.
2. CARE - better management of the magnitude or
consequences of the disease.
3. EMPOWERMENT - better understanding of the meaning
of the experience of illness and skills for coping with it.
4. ENLIGHTENMENT - a realization of the value and
purpose of life as it is.
If we believe that cure is the only form that healing can take, we will
probably fail to appreciate the healing that can take place in chronic
or terminal illness. For example, people with AIDS or other
incurable diseases sometimes experience significant healing
in terms of care, empowerment and enlightenment.
Symptoms (such as pain) can usually be relieved or suppressed.
Personal relationships are sometimes healed (brought into balance
and completeness). The patient may even achieve
enlightenment by being able to realize the preciousness
of life one moment at a time.
Sometimes persons with terminal illness have a mystical experience
of oneness with the universe, God (by whatever name), or some
transcendent reality. This experience may not significantly alter the
physical reality of the illness, but at some level of consciousness
there is a shift toward integration and connectedness, which is the
essence of health.
Persons suffering from major mental illness may also experience
various aspects of healing. Severe and persistent mental illness is
usually viewed as incurable. Yet, through medication management
and psychosocial rehabilitation, significant healing may be gained
in the form of care (symptom management).
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Empowerment is also a realistic form of healing, as there
is growth in the ability to make choices, take responsibility for
actions, and participate is basic community activities involving work,
love and play. While enlightenment is less common, many people
do achieve this level of healing. Enlightenment may be
experienced as a heightened awareness of the meaning
and purpose of life as it is - even if life offers major challenges
in the form of an incurable illness.
Undoubtedly, there are many other aspects to health and healing.
I hope the ideas which I have just shared will help you better
appreciate your own health and the various ways that you are
constantly being healed.
SOME KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER
1. Health is more than the absence of disease - health is
wholeness.
2. Health is temporary - we are constantly shifting from states of
wholeness and balance to imbalance and incompleteness. This is
natural; it is the human condition.
3. Just as health is not an all or nothing condition, neither is
healing a once and for all process. We all experience varying
degrees of health and healing on a daily basis.
4. Everyone needs healing. We only differ in the kind and degree
of our imbalances and incompleteness.
5. Treatment is not necessarily healing. Treatment is an external
intervention. Healing is a response that comes from within.
Note: The above information is not intended for self-diagnosis
or self-treatment. Please consult a qualified health care
professional for assistance in applying the information
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The Australian Spiritual Healers Association (ASHA) was
founded in Melbourne,1964, by the late Arthur Kendrick
with the help of the English Spiritual Healer, Harry
Edwards. ASHA was founded with a vision of uniting all
Spiritual Healers within Australia along with the hopes
and aspirations of promoting Spiritual Healing Australia
wide; and internationally.
Today in 2018, ASHA is currently the only spiritual healing
organisation in Australia providing public healings on
a regular basis. They offer, distant healing, laying on of
hands, healer development courses and much more.
Futuristically, Tasmania may form a similar group!?!?
The information below can be found on ASHA’s web site.
- Philip Crouch, 2018

AUSTRALIAN SPIRITUAL HEALERS
ASSOCIATION WA INC:
www.ashawa.asn.au/Index_files/Page382.htm

What is Spiritual Healing
“Spiritual Healing is the practice of attuning to Divine Life
Force energy by meditative means or prayer, to be the
instrument or means through which this energy can be
channelled to a person, place or object - present or not - via
the Hands or Loving thoughts to have a beneficial effect
upon the person as a whole on any or all levels of Body,
Mind and Spirit.
Spiritual Healing has been practised throughout the world
for many centuries by members of various religions and
cultures.”
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AUSTRALIAN SPIRITUAL HEALERS
ASSOCIATION WA INC:
www.ashawa.asn.au/Index_files/Page382.htm
“Throughout the ages, this aspect of beneficial intervention

has not been confined to any one faith, creed, or nation, and
continues to be widespread through many faiths and
cultures today. While the healing ability may lie dormant
within many, most people who have a love and compassion
for others are able to develop their healing skills.
The Spiritual Healing energies work simultaneously on all
levels of the client’s being. Spiritual Healers may or may not
consciously see or feel the Healing energies flowing.
However, this matters little, for it is the intention to bring
about Healing, and the belief that this can be achieved by
being an instrument, or channel, through which the Healing
is directed to the client, that allows healing to occur.
With Spiritual Healing distinctions of race, class, sex, or
religion are irrelevant; no affirmation of religious faith is
required of the client.
The ASHA member’s practice Spiritual Healing by the
laying-on of hands, and by attunement through meditation
and prayer, a healer seeks to induce a beneficial effect upon
a client’s life force at all levels of existence.
Spiritual Healing may be given for any illness, stress, or
injury as a therapy, which has no side effects, and is
complementary to any other therapy.”
Other links: The Harry Edwards Healing Sanctuary, UK
www.sanctuary-burrowslea.org.uk/
www.thehealingtrust.org.uk/
www.nfsh.org.nz
www.whiteeaglelodge.org.au
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Deep breathing and progressive muscle relaxation
techniques are two of many health services offered freely by
HelpGuide.org below. They provide freely a wide range of health,
relaxation, and mental health techniques as devised by
professional medical, psychological, and varied health experts.
For the purposes of developing spiritual healing
techniques the following exercises may assist in creating a mindspirit-body balance for both ‘healer’ and persons seeking an
healing intercession. Some of the relaxation practices offered
below can also benefit persons seeking a good night’s sleep.
Further, some of these practices may also be carried out on a bus,
or, as a passenger in a car. Contact Philip for similar mindfulrelaxation fact sheets, available in PDF, or hard copy.
- Philip Crouch, 2018

Trusted guide to mental, emotional & social health

www.helpguide.org/articles/stress/relaxation-techniquesfor-stress-relief.htm
RELAXATION TECHNIQUES
Deep Breathing
With its focus on full, cleansing breaths, deep breathing is a
simple yet powerful relaxation technique. It’s easy to learn,
can be practiced almost anywhere, and provides a quick way
to get your stress levels in check. Deep breathing is the
cornerstone of many other relaxation practices, too, and can
be combined with other relaxing elements such as
aromatherapy and music. All you really need is a
few minutes and a place to stretch out.
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_____________________________
How to practice deep breathing
The key to deep breathing is to breathe deeply from the
abdomen, getting as much fresh air as possible in your
lungs. When you take deep breaths from the abdomen,
rather than shallow breaths from your upper chest, you
inhale more oxygen.
The more oxygen you get, the less tense, short of breath, and
anxious you feel.
—Sit comfortably with your back straight. Put one
hand on your chest and the other on your stomach.
—Breathe in through your nose. The hand on your
stomach should rise. The hand on your chest should move
very little.
—Exhale through your mouth, pushing out as much air
as you can while contracting your abdominal muscles.
The hand on your stomach should move in as you exhale,
but your other hand should move very little. Continue to
breathe in through your nose and out through your
mouth.
—Try to inhale enough so that your lower abdomen rises
and falls. Count slowly as you exhale. If you find it difficult
breathing from your abdomen while sitting up, try lying
down.
—Put a small book on your stomach, and breathe so
that the book rises as you inhale and falls as you exhale.
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Progressive muscle relaxation
Progressive muscle relaxation is a two-step process in
which you systematically tense and relax different muscle
groups in the body. With regular practice, it gives you an
intimate familiarity with what tension—as well as complete
relaxation—feels like in different parts of the body.
This can help you to you react to the first signs of the
muscular tension that accompanies stress. And as your
body relaxes, so will your mind. Progressive muscle
relaxation can be combined with deep breathing for
additional stress relief.
Practicing progressive muscle relaxation
Consult with your doctor first if you have a history of muscle
spasms, back problems, or other serious injuries that may
be aggravated by tensing muscles.
Start at your feet and work your way up to your
face, trying to only tense those muscles intended.
1. Loosen clothing, take off your shoes, and get
comfortable.
2. Take a few minutes to breathe in and out in slow,
deep breaths.
3. When you’re ready, shift your attention to your right
foot. Take a moment to focus on the way it feels.
4. Slowly tense the muscles in your right foot, squeezing
as tightly as you can. Hold for a count of 10.
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____________________
5. Relax your foot. Focus on the tension flowing away
and how your foot feels as it becomes limp and loose.
6. Stay in this relaxed state for a moment, breathing
deeply and slowly.
7. Shift your attention to your left foot. Follow the same
sequence of muscle tension and release.
8. Move slowly up through your body, contracting and
relaxing the different muscle groups.
9. It may take some practice at first, but try not to tense
muscles other than those intended.
Progressive muscle relaxation sequence
1.

Right foot, then left foot

2.

Right calf, then left calf

3.

Right thigh, then left thigh

4.

Hips and buttocks

5.

Stomach

6.

Chest

7.

Back

8. Right arm and hand, then left arm and hand
9.

Neck and shoulders

10. Face
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Q1. What healing, spiritual development, relaxation,
techniques, mental wellbeing from above segment
inspires intentional reading, researching,
study, or practice further?
Q2. If selecting only one particular relaxation
technique or aspects of this section in connected
to spiritual healing practices, mental health,
relaxation techniques, Edgar Cayce —what would
it be?
Q3. Other inspirational thoughtsIn your own words …………………………………………….
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SECTION 4.

Appendix
— 1. Healing, other forms
— 2. USB Digital resources
— 3. Comparative books
— 4. Internet sources-links
— 5. Soul Pathways article index
—6. Bio - Philip Crouch
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APPENDIX 1:
HEALING-OTHER FORMS
COLOURS:

Vibrational Energy Medicine - Colours
“A valuable resource with comprehensive
literature/diagrams/colour selection (interactive)
and healing energy meanings.
“There are many energy pathways in, on and
around the human body. The most common are
Chakras, the Aura (also called the BIOFIELD,
Subtle Bodies or Energy Field), Meridians &
Acupoints, Reflex Zones, the Endocrine System,
Cerebral Spinal Fluid (CSF), and our DNA. All
energy pathways are dynamic and ever-changing
in response to the stimuli of the world within us
and around us.”
www.energyandvibration.com/colorviolet.htm

HEALING
TOUCH:

Healing Touch.org, Australia.
“Healing Touch is a biofield therapy that is an
energy-based approach to health and healing.
These non-invasive techniques utilise the hands
to clear, energise and balance the human and
environmental energy fields, affecting physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual health and
healing in a positive way.”
www.healingtouch.org.au/Healing.htm
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIaGAabC2b8

THERAPEUTIC Therapeutic Touch Australia
TOUCH
“Therapeutic Touch, as with many other energy
based modalities such as Chinese medicine
acupuncture, reiki, kinesiology, and
homeopathy, is based on the fundamental
assumption that there is a universal life energy
that sustains all living organisms. Interruptions
to the flow and balance of this energy result in
impaired well being and eventually illness.”
www.therapeutictouch.org.au/about.shtml
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APPENDIX 2:
USB - Digital Resources:
The Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood,USB
-In all things we do, there is no cause greater than truth,

About -USB

www.theusb.org/about-the-usb/#about-intro

Spiritual Light
Book:

www.theusb.org/bookstore/spiritual-light/

Principles-USB www.theusb.org/about-the-usb/#principles
Foundation
Teachings:

www.theusb.org/usb-teachings/

Studying
S/Light, book

www.theusb.org/what-one-can-do/#studying

After Life,
Videos -USB:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8Sv52Hb6A0&ind
ex=1&list=PL_kBQnjZGUqGCN9jZwQTFfX2Y7I
zIPO63

Newsletter
Subscribe:
Facebook:

www.theusb.org/communications/newsletters/
Subscribe on line, or copies from Philip Crouch
www.facebook.com/TheUSB.org/

Group-What
you can do,
Leaflets 3 Col,
Download:
Code conductUSB:

www.theusb.org/what-one-can-do/#groups

Leslie Flint Recordings

www.theusb.org/bookstore/#leaflet
www.theusb.org/what-one-can-do/code-ofconduct/
www.theusb.org/bookstore/#recordings

Derwent USB
www.philipcrouch.org/activities
Group, Hobart philipfc@iinet.net.au. Session work/talks/more
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APPENDIX 3:
Comparative Books
After Life_
Silver Birch

More Philosophy of Silver Birch.
http://tsbookshop.36400.com.au/?pg=proddetails&prod_id=978085
3841043 ISBN: 9780853841043, Aud$29:95 +
Postage, (03) 9650-3955. Melbourne.

Spiritual
Healing -Harry
Edwards

-a guide to the understanding and
practice of spiritual healing.
www.harryedwardshealingsanctuary.org.uk/sho
p/index.php?product/page/22/Guide+To+The+
Understanding+%26+Practice+Of+Spiritual+He
aling

After Death
Communication

Hello From Heaven. Bill Guggenheim /Judy
Guggenheim, Bantam Books, New York, 1995.
ISBNISBN13 9780553576344. Aud$11.16.
www.bookdepository.com/Hello-fromHeaven/9780553576344

MindfulnessFull
Catastrophe
Living
Jon Kabat-Zinn

Full Catastrophe Living, Jon Kabot-Zinn,
Bantam Books,USA, 1990-2013. ISBN:978-0345-53693-8. Stress, relaxation, mindfulness.
www.bookdepository.com/Full-CatastropheLiving/9780345536938 Aud$25.65

Mediumship Leslie Flint

Voices in the Dark. My life as a Medium.
MacMillan Publishing, ISBN: 978-0947823481
Aud.$30.oo.
www.leslieflint.com/voices-in-the-dark

MediumshipAfter Life,
Spiritual
Healing

Rock of Truth. Arthur Findlay.
www.arthurfindlaycollege.org
http://tsbookshop.36400.com.au/?pg=proddetails&prod_id=978090
2036079 ISBN: 9780902036079 Aud$31.95,
plus postage, Melbourne
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APPENDIX 4:
Internet Sources-Links
After-Life
Reports -

After Life Reports from Victor Zammit. Short
articles, you tube clips and more, subscribe too:
www.victorzammit.com/
www.victorzammit.com/archives/index.html

Science,
Spirituality,
Consciousness

Foundation Mind Body Research.
Informative spiritual-scientific-consciousness,
research. Subscribe to free newsletter.
http://fmbr.org/fmbr-mission-statement/

IONS: Science,
Consciousness,
Spirituality,
Healing

Institute Of Noetic Sciences. [Knowing]
Informative resource publishing research
findings and more. Also Conscious Aging.
Subscribe to IONS newsletter:
www.noetic.org/education/ca/details/

Perspectives of
approaching
death, case
studies/DVD
Transformative

Death Makes Life Possible. Marilyn Schiltz,
Overcoming the fear of death. Book/[DVD].
Drawn from scientists, spiritual leaders, case
work. www.deathmakeslifepossible.com/
Aud$21:35, ISBN13 9781622034161.
www.bookdepository.com/Death-Makes-LifePossible/9781622034161

Edgar Cayce,
Resource, data
base -healing +

Association of Research Enlightenment.
ARE. Prophecy, psychic subjects, healing - more.
www.arecatalog.com/

Tom Pinkson,
Conscious
Aging Spirituality

Fruitful Aging, Tom Pinkson. A powerful
reflection of productive-spiritual aging. Useful
practices, case studies and more.
Aud$24.41, ISBN13 9780615785417
www.bookdepository.com/FruitfulAging/9780615785417

Conscious TV—
You Tube

Consciousness TV - Iain & Renate McNay
www.conscious.tv/index.php. Great resource!!!

Soul Pathways
Philip Crouch

www.philipcrouch.org. Comprehensive
resources, suggestions,bulletin, links-more.
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APPENDIX 5.0:
Examples: Soul Pathways Articles - Contact Philip
Articles [PDF],
average,
1-5 pages in
length—

• AFTERLIFE • AGING • CONSCIOUSNESS
• CREATIVE • DEATH-DYING •DREAMS
• MINDFULNESS • PARANORMAL
• SCIENCE • SPIRITUALITY
• PATHWAYS BULLETIN •SPIRITUAL LIGHT

After Life—

afterlife_SILVERBIRCHbeyondchapter5bkextract
afterlife_AfterDeathCommunication_jstreithorn
spirituality_ARTHURFINDLAYWAYOFLIFEebook

Aging—

aging_AGINGGRACE21exercises
aging_CHANGINGLONELINESSuk
aging_THISCHAIRROCKSGROUPaapplewhite
aging_PHILIPSECONDHALFLIFEwshop2015

Consciousness— consciousness_CONSCLIVCONSCAGINGrpevny
consciousness_TURNINGPOINTCENjournal
consciousness_OOBEMETHODStechniques

Creative—

creativeaging_CREATIVEPEOPLEagebetter
creativeaging_DRAMAIMPROstayingcreative
creativeaging_DRAMA/PLAYS/SKITS/Philip

Death-Dying—

deathdying_WHATREALLYMATTERSkwyattbook
deathdying_ENDOFLIFECAREpfenwick_subrayne
pathways_ARTOFDYINGpfenwick

Dreams—

dreams_NIGHTMARESDREAMSjahadfield_extract
dreams_PHILIPDREAMWORKINTRO2017

Mindfulness—

mindfulness_BODYSCANRELAXjkzinn
mindfulness_MEDITATION5WAYSTRANSFORM
mindfulness_STRESSRELAXATIONhelpguide.org

Paranormal—

pathways_ARTHURCONANDOYLE_spheres
paranormal_ENDOFMATERIALISMctart_extract
paranormal_DIGITALMEDIUMresourcinddex
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APPENDIX 5.1:
INDEX
Articles [PDF];
usually 1 -5
pages in length;
some examples:

• AFTERLIFE • AGING • CONSCIOUSNESS
• CREATIVE • DEATH-DYING •DREAMS
• MINDFULNESS • PARANORMAL
• SCIENCE • SPIRITUALITY
• PATHWAYS BULLETIN •SPIRITUAL LIGHT

Science—

science_IONSSUPERNORMALdradin_bkextract
science_IONSMEDIUSHIPTEST2016
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ofcp5UVLdAA
fmbr_SCIENCEANDSPIRITSebook

Spirituality—

spirituality_FRUITFFULAGINGTPINKSONextract
spirituality_SPIRITUALSTUDIEShulluni_uk
spirituality_SPIRITUALINTELLdzohar_bkextract
spirituality_ROADLESSTRAVELLEDspeck_ebook
spirituality_GODINYOURLIFE5kwyatt5pointlove

pathwaysbulletin_SCIENCEMEETSSPIRITUALITY
Soul Pathways
¼ Bulletin, PDF jan2017
pathwaysbulletin_UNIVERSALWISDOMHEALING
Continuous—
sep2017:

Spiritual Light-

usbhq_SPIRITUALLIGHTextracts2017usbhq_BROCHURE
usbenl9_NEWSLETTERoct2017
usbderwent_SLSESSIONMANUAL2017

VARIED—

circle_CIRCLEOFTRUSTguidelines
circle_HARVESTOFYEARSctrenshaw_ebook
circle_SAGEINGWISDOM_program
healing_GREENTEASTAVESDIMENTIAoldiemag
healing_HARRYEDWARDSHEALINGMAGdec2017
healing_DOWSINGHOWTOOdowssociety
pathwaysbulletin_SCIENCEMEETSSPIRITUALITY
jan2017
science_IONSNOETICSCIENCESpurpose

For these, and other similar articles as identified above contact:
Philip 0401-000-067, philipfc@iinet.net.au, www.philipcrouch.org
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JOURNAL/ NOTES:

Q1. After reviewing the contents of this manual
whether through study, Derwent USB session
“Work,” referencing, applying techniques
associated with spirituality and healing, what
particular aspect has left a lasting impression?
Q2.In the Appendix section of this manual, what one
area of spirituality and healing has intuitively
inspired you to consider developing further,
eventually as a practitioner in your own right?
Q3. Other inspirational thoughtsIn your own words …………………………………………….
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APPENDIX 6:
BIO - Philip Crouch 2018

Background

Philip has travelled conscious spiritual
awareness roads since an epiphany in 1973,
and like many other truth seekers and
probers—opportunities and challenges have
provided meaningful transformation
experiences. In both the role as student and
facilitator the journey has included:
spiritualism, healing, esoteric studies, dreams,
numerology, tarot, mediumship, spiritual
growth developments. Later, men’s health
wellbeing, social activism, consciousness,
mindfulness, and creative aging. Inspirational
discovery of Spiritual Light in 2015, and,
Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood
foundation teachings continues a passion for
being of “service to community.”
Amateur theatre performance, ensemble
singing, harmonica playing, writing, directing
and seniors theatre have all provided creative
fulfilment. Socially, he lives with his wife
Jacqui who shares his love of creativity, and
together they have a wonderful son, Patrick
who lives with a disability. Health, well being
wise, meditation, ocean swimming, tai chi, and
walking keeps this 70 years passionate person
inwardly, and outwardly activate.
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